Litter Master™ 9000
Litter Master™ is a Council, landfill and outdoor cleaning machine for rapid vacuum
collection of general litter such as cans, cardboard, wrappers and cigarette butts,
packaging and plastic bottles etc. It is also a perfect collection tool for wind blown

Litter Master™ 9000 is the solution to rapidly recover various kinds of scattered plastic
or paper litter, plant waste, loose fibres, nuts, seeds and other granular materials.
Used typically by Councils, outdoor litter cleaning contractors and horticultural
operators etc.
The horizontal rear loading vacuum chamber layout allows it to use low cost
disposable, 400 litre capacity, collection bags. The suction is drawn through the
collection bags under high volume, high pressure airflow that allows the bags
themselves to act as the air filters. This technique eliminates engine damage & rapid
impeller fan wear associated with alternative models. The are no complex moving
parts and the vacuum is intrinsically safe to operate.
The various components of this
Australian designed machine have been
developed and tested over the past five
years.
Litter Master™ will be of immediate
benefit as a time saving tool that will
assist your staff to clean far more
efficiently than with present manual
methods.

For more info call

03 9769 1211

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Engine

21 hp key start Vanguard unleaded engine

Electricity

12 volt sealed battery for engine starting motor

Material of Body

Stainless steel

Waste Bag Capacity

400 litres

Inlet Diameter

203mm

Vacuum Fan

Alloy 19 hp hi flow

Engine/Vacuum Fan

Direct engine shaft coupled

Vacuum Fan Scroll

Stainless steel 5 mm thick

Vacuum Hose Diameter

203mm

Vacuum Hose Length

10metres

Hand Vacuum Wand

Alloy 203mm diameter

LxWxH

2100 x 750 x 750 mm

Weight

220 Kg
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Litter Collection made easy
STANDARD & OPTIONAL FEATURES
Extremely high airflow

Litter bags feature inbuilt drawstring closure
Unique, high static pressure, 12 blade turbo impeller fan Intrinsically safe, fully enclosed rotating impeller fan
Electric start Unleaded engine

Simple to use OH&S safe design

Optional Hose boom 3.5m long with 10m of Anti-Static,
8 inch Polyurethane hose

Fully supported with 12 Month Warranty

Straight through suction means no impeller to snag

Robust construction

Stainless steel construction

Zero abrasion fan wear unlike typical leaf/litter vacuums Integrated forklift pocket chassis
Low cost, quick change, 400L capacity dust filtered
Australian Made
collection bags
Optional Boom
Ergonomic & light weight vacuum wand

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
Rapid car park, highway and roadside litter cleanup
Landfill wind blown litter collection

Drainage channel
built up leaves and
light rubbish

Faster public space post event litter clean up

removal

Rubbish clean up without labour intensive brooming or

Bulk leaf and plant waste vacuuming. Ideal for Councils

shoveling
Vacuum leaf & litter over parked vehicles
Cellulose and rock wool fiber based insulation

Ideal as a multi-purpose rubbish clean up vacuum
Property maintenance and general outdoor area
cleaning

vacuuming
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Because we continuously strive to improve our product, we reserve the right to change its specifications without notice. The specifications and options may vary.
Our brands, models and products are protected by intellectual property of law.

